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Nested-Ring Mach–Zehnder Interferometer in
Silicon-on-Insulator
S. Darmawan, Y. M. Landobasa, P. Dumon, R. Baets, and M. K. Chin

Abstract—For the first time, a nested-ring Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) on silicon-on-insulator is realized using a complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor-based process. In this letter,
we verify that the device operates in two modes: the inner-loop resonance dominant mode due to strong build-up inside the innerring, and the double-Fano resonances mode due to strong light interaction with the outer loop. The results show that the inner-loop
resonance is highly sensitive to the MZI arm imbalance compared
to the double-Fano resonance mode. Based on these considerations,
we obtain a good fit between theory and experiment.
Index Terms—Guided waves, high-index contrast, integrated
optic devices, Mach–Zehnder, microring resonators, nested ring,
photonic wire, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of NRMZI. The bare-MZI arm is designed to be balanced
apart from the microring. The insets (b) and (c) show the FDTD simulations of
the field distributions in the NRR when the inner- and outer-loop dominates,
is the transmittivity of the NRR [6].
respectively. The notion t

NRMZI, and then present the experimental data and their fit
with theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ICRORING resonators (RRs) are flexible building
blocks in photonic integrated circuits for realizing
various optical functionalities such as filters [1], [2], sensors
[3], modulators [4], and switches [5]. In its basic configuration,
the single ring resonator can be coupled to one or two bus
waveguides. The fundamental design parameters are the ring
and the coupling coefficient
between the
cavity length
ring and the bus. Of particular interest for sensing and switching
applications is the microring-based Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) structure where the RR is coupled to one arm of
the MZI to give a resonant enhancement of the phase shift in
that arm. By introducing a phase bias on the other arm of the
MZI, asymmetric Fano resonances can be obtained that further
enhances the sensitivity of this device. In an earlier paper [6],
we have proposed a modified dual-bus RR (DBRR) structure,
called the nested RR (NRR), and the resulting nested-ring
MZI (NRMZI), that have interesting phase and transmission
properties, in particular the box-like filter profile when certain
conditions are satisfied. In this letter, we report for the first
time the experimental realization of these devices fabricated in
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material, and show that they exhibit
the various transmission profiles predicted by theory [6] but
modified by the inevitable presence of MZI arm imbalance.
In the next sections, we first review the theory of NRR and
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II. THEORY
The schematic of NRMZI is shown in Fig. 1. The NRR is
a ring nested by a U-shaped waveguide, and is equivalent to
a dual-bus ring with the two buses connected by a loop with
arbitrary length. Hence, the NRR may be considered as a DBRR
loaded by the outer U-loop which behaves like a single-bus RR
with respect to the inner DBRR. Topologically, the light has two
possible paths to propagate, one in the inner ring, and one in the
outer loop. Interference between these two possible paths can
give rise to Fano resonances [7]–[13].
In the lossless limit, we expect the NRR to behave as an all, where
pass filter with the phase response
is the transmitted phase of the DBRR alone, and
is the
effective phase introduced by the outer loop which is similar
to the phase response of a single-bus RR. The significance of
depends on the coupling factor between the bus and the
ring. The field build-up in the outer loop is proportional to the
transmissivity of the DBRR which increases with . When
exhibits sharp changes of . On
the outer loop is resonant
the other hand, when is small, the presence of the outer loop
is felt less and the phase response is dominated by resonances in
the inner ring. These two resonances are illustrated by the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) simulations shown in Fig. 1.
In the NRMZI, the outer loop resonance results in steeper
phase nonlinearity and hence gives rise to the sharp asymmetric
Fano resonances. The transmission profile thus resembles a
bandpass filter with sharp edges but also the ripples associated
with the Fano resonance. These results are summarized in
Fig. 2 for the ideal case of a balanced MZI for three values of
. The left column shows the field build-up factors in the outer(solid line) and the inner-loop (dashed line) [6]. One can see
that the strong build up in the outer loop corresponds to the
sharp Fano resonances that define the edges of the “passband.”
Reducing the value of flattens the ripples but at the expense
of the band edge roll-off, resulting in a more Lorentzian profile
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Fig. 3. (left) Fabricated DBRR with racetrack DC of 2 m and radius of 15 m.
(right) Experimental (with marker) and the theoretical fit (in solid line) of the
DBRR drop (D ) transmission.

Fig. 2. (left) Build-up factor for the outer-loop (B
) and the inner-loop
) of NRR. (right) Corresponding T
and '
as a function of nor(B
malized frequency,  = 2n L = assuming lossless case [6].

akin to the drop output of the DBRR when the light is resonant
in the inner ring.
Aside from , another important parameter is the length
of the outer loop, measured from center-to-center of the racetrack DC, as a ratio of the ring round-trip length. If this ratio,
, is an integer or half-integer, then the
denoted as
transmission spectrum will be periodic; otherwise it is chirped
or random.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The NRMZI are fabricated in the Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC), under the ePIXnet silicon photonics
platform using a complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS)-based deep-ultraviolet (DUV) process [14]. The SOI
consists of 220-nm silicon on a 2- m oxide buffer layer. In the
DUV lithography process, the exposure dose is incrementally
stepped up from the left to the right of the 8 wafer such that
the gap width (waveguide width) increases (decreases) from
left to right of the wafer. These variations imply that different
devices on the wafer will have different coupling coefficients,
and hence one can study the behavior of the NRMZI with
various values of interest. The UV resist is then used as
the etch mask for an ICP etch through the Si layer to form
the photonic wire waveguides. The typical loss of a 500-nm
width waveguide is 3 dB/cm [14]. To facilitate fiber input
and output coupling, each device is fabricated with vertical
grating couplers [15] on a 10- m-wide waveguide with an
etch depth of 70 nm giving a second-order peak efficiency of
about 20% at 1550 nm. The 10- m waveguides are tapered
down to the single-mode waveguides with nominal width of
475 nm. The 3-dB couplers in the MZI are based on multimode
interferometers (MMIs) with a width of 3.5 m and a length of
43.5 m, with 5- m taper length at the MMI input–output ports
to minimize insertion loss. For the NRR, both point-coupled
and race-track resonators are used. The microring radius is
15 m.
The device transmission is measured with a broadband amplified spontaneous emission light source (1.41–1.62 m) and an
optical spectrum analyzer. The input and output fibers are buttcoupled to the grating couplers at 10 from vertical. Since the
gratings are not optimized and couple only the TE polarization,
while the light source is unpolarized, the total fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is found to be about 30 dB. Fig. 3 shows the Drop

Fig. 4. Experimental results (solid lines) and theoretical fit (dashed lines) for
DUT 01–04 (device under test). The right schematics show various parts of the
fabricated DUT 01. The fit parameters are shown in Table I.

output of a conventional DBRR with a 2- m-long race-track
and a radius of 15 m also fabricated on the same wafer. The
drop spectra for the DBRR can be curve-fitted with the analyt[11], to give
ical formula
an independent derivation of , where is the round-trip ampli, is the loss coefficient, is the
tude factor
is
round-trip phase (or normalized frequency), and
the self-coupling factor. The best fit value for thus obtained is
0.956.
For the NRMZI, four devices were investigated: The first device (DUT 01) has a measured DC length of 17.58 m giving a
relatively large calculated value of 0.89. The other three devices (DUT 02–04) consist of a point-coupled NRR with very
small , with varying length of the outer loop corresponding to
,
, and
, respectively. Fig. 4
the nominal values of
gives the measured bar transmission spectra for these four devices, along with the theoretical fits that show good agreement
with the data. The fit parameters are summarized in Table I.
Theoretical expressions for the spectra depend primarily on
the parameters , , and , where is the ratio between the
for
lengths of the lower and the upper bare MZI arms, i.e.,
represents an imbalanced MZI arms. Therefore,
balance between the two MZI arms and is equivalent to a phase
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experiment. We show that the devices have two possible modes
of operations depending on the ring-bus coupling coefficient
: 1) When is small, the inner-loop resonance dominates
leading to drop-like, through-like, or asymmetric Fano resonance output, depending on the offset phase arising from the
MZI arm imbalance; 2) when is relatively large, the outer loop
resonance dominates giving rise to double-Fano resonances
and a box-like transmission profile with sharp roll-off. For the
small- case, the microring has a higher , hence the device is
more sensitive to slight MZI arm imbalance as compared to the
device with larger (lower ). This sensitivity to offset phase
implies that it may be desirable to have active bias control at
the lower MZI arm (or in the NRR) in order to balance the MZI
for better performance, or to tune the imbalance to achieve a
variable output profile.

TABLE I
FIT PARAMETERS FOR DUT 01–04: ISOLATED WAVEGUIDE WIDTHS,
DC WIDTHS, DC GAPS ARE 490, 475, 130 nm (01); 498, 484, 119 nm
(02, 03); 483, 468, 140 nm (04), RESPECTIVELY. VALUES OF v ARE
MEASURED. THE '
IS CALCULATED AROUND 
: m
: [14]
WITH GROUP INDEX OF n

1

46

 1 55
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